This paper presents a parallel implementation of a new permutation generation method. This permutation generation method is based on the starter sets for listing all the n! permutations. The sequential algorithm is developed and parallelized for parallel computing by integrating with Message Passing Interface (MPI) libraries. The performance of the parallel algorithms is presented to demonstrate the validation of the works.
INTRODUCTION
Permutation generation is a time consuming operation for sequential algorithm. This difficulty can be overcome by using parallel computers with several processors running simultaneously. Numerous literatures had given attention in parallel algorithm for lexicographic order as stated and conducted in [2, 6, 8] . In spite of the lexicographic order, there were also works done on parallel algorithm in minimal change order [3] , ranking and unranking [9] , shuffling [4] and lower exceeding sequences [1] .
These previous works were implemented in different diagrams such as linear array processor and vector computer where every processor was responsible for producing one element of every permutation generated and sharing data. Besides that, designing parallel algorithm for listing cases of the restricted or generalized permutation such as permutation with repetitions, cyclic permutations, rosary permutations, alternate permutations, and linear extension still remain as open problems [2, 13] .
Since our sequential algorithm for permutation generation is based on cycling restriction, we enhance our algorithm for parallel computing. Our algorithm will be implemented in distributed-shared memory computer with Message Passing Interface. MPI connected by an interconnection network global shared memory [10] . Message Passing is a powerful for general method of expressing parallelism [11, 12] The numerical tests in this research are performed on the Sunfire 1280 High Performance Computer, INSPEM, UPM. The Sunfire V1280 HPC is a MIMD distributed shared memory multiprocessor system which can accommodate up to twelve UltraSPARC III Cu processors populated on three CPU memory boards.
. PERMUTATION GENERATION
Algorithm for permutation generation is relied on the starter set generation. The detail of the starter sets generation method and its sequential algorithm can be found in [7] . The sequential algorithm comprises of two parts: (i) starter sets generation (ii) listing all n! permutation by exploiting results in (i). In other words, the crucial part of this algorithm is to produce the starter sets before reuses them for listing permutations. Based on the theoretical work in [7] , the starter sets are needed to be obtained. In other word, the process begins with three elements are being cycled until (n-1) elements recursively. Then number of the starter sets is (1) For parallel implementation, the procedure of the starter sets generation based on (1) will be parallelized by partitioning the starter sets generation task. Hence each processor will generate the certain starter sets and exploit them to produce permutations.
SOME PRELIMINARIES DEFINITION Definition 1.
A Latin square of order n is an n× n array in which n distinct symbols are arranged where each symbol occurs once in each row and column. Definition 2. The circular permutation (CP) of order n is a Latin square of order n. Definition 3. The reverse of circular permutation (RoCP) is also a Latin square of order n which is obtained by reversing arrangement element in each row of circular permutation Definition 4. Initial starter sets are starter sets which are produced from initial permutation that used as a basis to enumerate other starter sets. Let p denoted the number of processors. Since the master and slaves architecture are used in MPI, from p number of processors, p-1 are the number of slaves.
PARALLEL SOLUTION
This section illustrates the parallelization of our permutation sequential algorithm which is called across the time method [5] . Across the time method means that the sequential algorithm is not to be modified or redesigned. Only the data partitioning is employed for parallelism. The outline of the parallel algorithm of permutation generation. 
Master part

SCALABILITY
Now we shall identify the number of initial starter sets generated by its master. There are some alternative numbers i.e. 3, 12, and 60 where follow the equation (1) .
≤ (p-1).
Thus, the maximum number of slaves that can be used to run this algorithm is 60 if the number of initial starter sets is 60. But for case 12 initial starter sets, it will be enough for number of slaves are six. In other word, this algorithm can be changed at master part when the number of slaves is changed. It can be called a static partitioning
. PARALLEL STARTER SETS GENERATION
Let consider for n = 5, and the number of processors is four. The number of initial starter sets that will be generated by master is three.
Master part (p = 0)
12345 12453 12534 These three initial starter sets will be stored in 2D array. The communication at this level is very minimal where master broadcasts the data to all slaves and receiving the results from the slaves.
Slaves part (p = 1,2,3)
All slaves receive the initial starter sets and each row will be allocated cyclically to slaves. Then they generate all remaining starter sets  p=1  p=2  p=3  12345  12453  12534  13452  14532  15342  14523  15324  13425  15432 13245 14253 The total number of starter sets for n=5 is 12.
PARALLEL PERMUTATION GENERATION
After all 12 starter sets were generated, then each slave will perform CP and RoCP operation to each starter set. 35241  52341  14325  32451  15423  42531  13524  23415  51432  24513  31542  25314  41352  34152  25143  45132  23154  53142  24135  41524  32514  51324  42315  31425  52413 Remark 1. Bold marks permutations represent the starter sets which were generated by slaves.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we just give the result for program with 12 initial starter sets. The results are given in seconds.
Tab Based on Tab. 2, the time execution continues to reduce from p = 2 until p = 8. However, for p = 9 and 10, there is a very small increment of the time execution compared to time at p = 8. This circumstance existed due to the unbalancing tasks among the slaves. At p = 7, the dividing 12 starter sets are equal. Thus the loads are similar among the slaves. But then when p > 7, the tasks performed among the slaves are not balanced. Precisely, in order to analyze clearly this parallel program performance, the speedup and the efficiency of the algorithm are presented. The speedup is calculated as followed Sequential execution time is the time taken for one processor to perform the computation. Meanwhile parallel execution time is capturing the time taken when the master starts to generate initial starter sets until it receives the last results from the slaves. Fig. 1 shows the speedup obtained for the proposed parallel algorithm with various numbers of processors. Fig. 1 , the gap between each speedup is getting larger until p = 7. After that it becomes smaller. Then Fig. 2 presents the efficiency of the 10 processors in parallel algorithm to generate permutation. The efficiency of parallel algorithm is a measure of processor utilization and the formula is as followed: Fig. 2 : The efficiency graph of the parallel algorithm It can be observed that the efficiency increases as the number of processors increases until p = 5. After that it drops at p = 6. But it increases when p = 7 whereby indicates that almost 80 percent utilization of the processors. However it continues to decrease due to more processors involved, the fewer tasks was assigned to each processor. Therefore, to maintain the same level of efficiency for each processor, the total of initial starter sets should be changed from 12 to 60 or 360. The factor that influences the performance of this parallel algorithm is parallel to the cost overhead due to the time spent on the communication among master and slaves, and network at workstation. The results are shown until n = 13 due to the time constraint. Furthermore the parallel machine is not at the researcher's workplace.
CONCLUSION
The resulting implementation has demonstrated that this parallel algorithm is a viable approach and led to time reduction. It reveals that the speedup and efficiency increased in processing time which fully utilizes when seven processors are used. For the future work, we will increase the number of initial starter sets to 60 for cases p > 7.
